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TRAVEL & ADVENTURE
Travel

SERIES & ONE-OFF
CAMARGUE WILD PARADISE 

 2x52’ - UHD/4KDirector Xavier Lefebvre
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ 

ARTE
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

Discover on land and at sea the pristine landscapes 
and unique biodiversity of the Camargue natural re-
serve.  Situated by the Rhone River delta at the cross-
road  between fresh water and salt water this series 
offers rare insights into the little known marine species 
living in the coastal waters.

2x52’UHD/4K2022

SERIES & ONE-OFF
WONDERS OF NORTHERN EUROPE 

Director Xavier Lefebvre
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ 

ARTE
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

Nordic territories are powerful stimuli to the imagina-
tion, places that evoke vast and infinite wild spaces, 
rich and stunning nature, perpetuated myths and 
traditions. They stand as an ode to the power of the 
Earth and elements, which humans respect and revere 
throughout their life, aware of only being a small part 
of this world.
Comprising five documentaries entirely shot in 4K, 
WONDERS OF NORTHERN EUROPE explores these 
regions, right at the heart of their majestic nature 
which surrounds and shelters people. 4 COUNTRIES, 
5 FILMS, 5 LANDS.

52’, 

5x52’

UHD/4K

2020

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/camargue-wild-paradise-2732
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/camargue-wild-paradise-2732
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2515


SERIES
EUROPE’S MOST FAMOUS RAILWAY STATIONS 

Director Jeremy J. P. Fekete
Producer Yuzu Productions/ Arte 

G.E.I.E, Stefilm, Laokoon
Filmgroup, Servus TV, 
SWR

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

(3x52’ and 3x26’)

Revisit five of the most iconic railway stations built in 
the 19th Century in Europe which are still landmarks 
in today’s urban landscapes. These cathedrals of the 
Industrial Age are all facing the future with a face lift. 
They tell amazing stories of architectural and mecha-
nical feats, when the early jet set of the times travelled 
by steam engine trains across Europe. Thanks to spec-
tacular 4k, this series reveals the magnificence of these 
public buildings and the many secrets they hold.

5x52’, 5x43’, 5x30’UHD-HDR /4K
2018

Gold World Medal at NYF TV & Film Award, April 2019  -  Nomination for a Remi Award at the 52nd Annual Wor-
ldFest-Houston, 2019  -  «Best Director» at Hollywood International Independent Documentary Awards 2019  -  «BEST OF 
THE MONTH – JANUARY AWARD» «Best Cultural feature» at Hollywood International Independent Documentary 
Awards 2018  -  «Best Documentary» (Episode London) at Gold Movie Awards Goddess Nike 2018  -  «Best Direc-
tor» at Gold Movie Awards Goddess Nike 2018
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TRAVEL & ADVENTURE
Travel

SERIES
JAPAN FROM ABOVE 

Director Xavier Lefebvre &
Laurent Martein

Producer Gedeon Programmes/
NHK/ ZDF/ Voyage/
RTVS/ Ceska

Original languages French
Available versions International & English
From breathtaking landscapes to innovative urban 
ways of life, this 5 part series takes you into Japan of 
the XXIst Century. Along this aerial journey stop and 
meet with the trailblazers who shape the future of their 
country. A timely series to revisit the sophistication of 
the Japanese Culture so vibrant and contrasted at a 
time when all sights are looking at the Host country 
of the 2020 Olympic Games. Shot over four Seasons 
with spectacular UHD/4K aerial shots, fall under the 
Spell of the cherry blossoms and snowflakes falling on 
Fuji mountain.

5x52’, 

fillers, 90’

UHD/4K
2018

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2440
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2302
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ONE-OFF
THE MYSTERIES OF THE COSQUER CAVE 

Director Marie Thiry
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

ARTE / NHK
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
The entry to the most important underwater decorated 
cave in Europe hides 35 meters under sea level in 
Southern France near the City of Marseille. The rich 
paintings discovered 20 years ago, date back 30,000 
years and are threatened by rising waters. A full-sized 
replica of the cave which should be finished by June 
2022  is being constructed to preserve them. The film 
follows this ambitious artistic and scientific project 
alongside the prehistorians, geologists, craftsmen to 
retrace the incredible history of early human settle-
ments in Provence. 

52’

UHD/4K

2022

June 2022 opening of the Cosquer Cave replica in 
Marseille’s Villa Méditerranée

ONE-OFF
AFTER CHAOS 

Director Quentin Domart
Producer Docland Yard / Planète+
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

Between wartime destructions and immediate post war 
reconstruction efforts after 1945  this series brings 
back to life the fate of four emblematic cities razed to 
the ground by intensive bombing. 

Using state of the art graphic composing visual effects, 
see how Le Havre, London, Warsaw and Berlin re-in-
vented themselves in record time. Post War Enginee-
ring at its’ best!

4x52’UHD/4K2022

HISTORY

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-mysteries-of-the-cosquer-cave-2729
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-mysteries-of-the-cosquer-cave-2729
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/after-chaos-2669
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/after-chaos-2669
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ONE-OFF
THE TRUE STORY OF PIRATES 

Director Stéphane Bégoin
Producer Gedeon Programmes
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

The image of pirates was created by Hollywood, but 
is it actually true to reality? Thanks to new underwa-
ter and on-land excavations in Mauritius and Mada-
gascar, as well as archival and museum research in 
France, Spain, England and the United States, a group 
of international archaeologists and historians paint a 
new portrait of the world of piracy in the Indian Ocean.

52’

UHD/4K

2022

ONE-OFF
PERU, SACRIFICES IN THE KINGDOM OF CHIMOR 

Director Jérôme Scemla
Producer Nilaya Productions / 

France 5
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

An unprecedented archeological discovery of seve-
ral hundreds sacrificed children and llamas opens the 
gates to the Kingdom of Chimor set in today’s Nor-
thern Peru.
Told as a cold case, this international archeological 
investigation is set to unveil the mysteries of the most 
powerful Andean civilization before the Incas, which 
thrived for over five centuries.

52’UHD/4K2019

HISTORY

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-true-story-of-pirates-2736
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/peru-sacrifices-in-the-kingdom-of-chimor-2702
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ONE-OFF
PYRAMIDS BUILDERS: NEW CLUES 

Director Florence Tran
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ Cu-

riosity / NHK / Planète +
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
Over the past few decades, significant discoveries 
have been made on the very site where the pyramids 
were built. But now, hundreds of kilometers from the 
pyramids themselves, we are gaining more insight into 
just how they were built. Two teams of Egyptologists, 
one based in the middle of the desert, the other located 
on the Red Sea coast, are currently discovering more 
about the Egypt of Khufu’s time, than at the foot of the 
pyramids. What they found help them figure out how 
ancient Egyptians worked.

52’

UHD/4K

2019

This film has been shot from within, immersed for several weeks within these 2 archaeological missions. Authentic 
archaeological experiments have been filmed in real time, revealing ancient techniques and methods, unlocking 
certain secrets of these ancient great builders.

ONE-OFF
POMPEII RISING 

Director Pierre Stine
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ 

France 5, Curiosity, NHK, 
Planète, TV5 Monde

Original languages French
Available versions International & English
One third of Pompeii remains a Terra Incognita. In 
2018 a new rescue mission and archeological cam-
paign is launched, the first on this scale in the last 50 
years. The aim is to secure the site visited by over 3 
M tourists yearly and which is threatened of collap-
sing but also to extend the excavation research over 
three unexplored areas. Top experts in the field work 
together trying to find new elements surrounding the 
disaster that hit the city in 79 of our Era. Unexplored 
parts of the city will be revealed, and major findings

52’UHD/4K2019

will emerge in front of our camera. They will shed new light on the deadly earthquake which happened 17 years 
earlier with lasting impact on the city. With the use of cutting-edge technologies and re-enacted drama, this film 
brings new insights into the City’s life and fate at the height of the Roman Civilization and tells the many stories 
of those whose life stopped brutally nearly 2,000 years ago.

HISTORY
Uncovering Lost Worlds

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2487
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2420


ONE-OFF
THE MYSTERY OF ETHIOPIA’S PHALLIC STONES 

Director Alain Tixier
Producer MC4 / Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
End of 2017, in Southern Ethiopia: a team of Euro-
pean and Ethiopian archeologists is at work on a 
newly discovered Megalithic site ten times bigger than 
the site of Stonehenge. In a steep constriction of the Rift
Valley, several thousands large monoliths in unmista-
kable phallic forms can be found intact. Archeologists 
and anthropologists has been able to date some erec-
ted statues from 10th till 13th Century AD but their 
origin appears to be all the more mysterious. The team 
is about to reveal the secrets of this legacy abandoned 
by a civilization that was totally unknown to histo-
rians… in the very heart of Ethiopia.

9

52’, 90’UHD/4K2018

ONE-OFF
LASCAUX IV: SAVING CAVE ART 

Director David Lefort &
Charles-Henri Georget

Producer Peignoir Prod/ RMC Dé-
couverte/ Ushuaïa TV/ Ex-
plora/ Curiosity Stream/ 
France 3 Sud-Ouest

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

The Lascaux Cave, discovered in the southwestern part 
of France in Sept 1940, is one of the largest and most 
renowned complex of decorated Palaeolithic art caves. 
After 20 years, during which visitors flocked to see the 
impressive sketches, the cave had to be shut down to 
preserve the paintings from mould and bacteria. For 
over 50 years now, the cave has kept its secrets to it-
self. This film offers a unique and exclusive insight into

52’, 80’

UHD/4K

2016

this unmatched human and technical adventure which will lead to the opening, in December 2016, of the largest 
cave replica ever built worldwide! See how cutting edge 3D technology meets Humanity’s most ancient Art.

HISTORY
Uncovering Lost Worlds

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2388
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2108


ONE-OFF
VATICAN, SECRETS OF THE POPE’S CITY 

Director Marc Jampolsky
Producer Gédéon Programmes / 

ARTE / Vatican Media
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
Using spectacular 3D modelisation and CGI to give 
viewers as never before a true understanding of the 
history of this architectural masterpiece. This heritage 
site reveals new untold secrets. A story where Religion, 
Politics, Arts and Science meet to assert religious au-
thority and serve as a spiritual benchmark.

52’, 90’UHD/4K2020
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ONE-OFF
VERSAILLES: THE SUN KING’S SECRET MAPPING 

Director Marc Jampolsky
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ 

Arte/ NHK/ Curiosity
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
Hidden marvels of Versailles finally unveiled !
During the Sun King’s 72 years reign and throughout 
the following centuries, the castle has constantly 
changed, gradually reinventing its own past. Travel-
ling back in time, watch as Versailles is brought back 
to life using the latest 3D virtual recreations ever made 
of the forgotten and secret parts of the castle. This film 
reveals the Sun King’s growing ambitions and power 
and the splendor of his masterpiece can now be seen 
as never before.

52’, 90’

UHD/4K

2019

HISTORY
History

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2521
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2219


HISTORY
History

ONE-OFF
HASEKURA, A SAMURAI AT THE VATICAN 

Director Stéphane Bégoin
Producer Gedeon Programmes/ 

Arte/ NHK/ AT Prod/
Japan Foundation/ Casa 
Kafka Pictures Movie

Original languages French
Available versions International - English - 

Spanish subtitles

In 1613, a samurai fuedal lord, Masamune Date de-
legated a Japanese Embassy to sail off to Europe to 
negotiate with the Pope and the King of Spain the ope-
ning of a new sea route. Led by the samurai Haseku-
ra Tsunenaga and the Franciscan monk Luis Sotelo 
this expedition spent seven years traveling one third 
of the globe before reaching their final destination. 
Watch their epic adventures unfold from Japan across

11

52’UHD/4K2018

Mexico, all the way to Seville and the Vatican. Find out about this forgotten chapter of History, revealing the twist 
and turns of this extraordinary Japanese expedition to the Western World. And discover the fate and legacy 
of these men caught up in the first ages of globalization as they faced secret ambitions, religious and political 
tensions.

ONE-OFF
MOUNT SAINT MICHEL, SCANNING THE WONDER 

Director Marc Jampolsky
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

Arte France / Arts Gra-
phiques et Patrimoine

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

The town and Abbey of the Mont St Michel built on a 
tiny rocky tidal island overlooking the Bay has cap-
tured the imagination of millions of visitors. The sett-
lement on the island dates back to the 8th Century. 
The maze like constructions overlapping one another 
unfold over centuries: Pagan temple, a haven for her-
mits, a Roman abbey, a Gothic marvel, a fortress and 
a cursed prison… Historians and archeologists have 
never ceased to study and restore the site to try and 
decipher the traces of its multiple functions. A specta-
cular UHD/4K production!

52’

UHD/4K

2017

• DRAC Nord Pas-de-Calais Picardie Award - Amiens Archaeological Film Festival 2018 (France)
• Audience Award - 16th International Festival of Archaeological Film of Bordeaux - ICRONOS 2018 (France)

• Special Mention for the best cultural heritage film at the ARKHAIOS Festival 2018 (USA)
• Grand Prize - Rencontres Archéologie de la Narbonnaise 2018 (France)

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2299
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2178


ONE-OFF
RIO, THE GREAT SAGA 

HISTORY
History

Director Pascal Cuissot
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

Cine Group / Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
After the success of PARIS, THE GREAT SAGA 1x52, 
the event series Worlds Greatest Cities Over the Ages 
sets out to explore the history of RIO, Brazil’s 2d most 
populated city and most iconic of all. A city full of 
contrast which will be under the spotlight in 2014. 
Using the latest CGI and 3D augmented reality to 
recreate the landmark monuments and sites, the au-
dience will be drawn into a genuine immersive expe-
rience travelling back in time revisiting the city from 
the early ages to today’s megalopolis.The story of RIO 
unfolds as we meet key historical figures who shaped

52’, 90’UHD/4K2016

12

the fate of Brazil. Other emblematic cities Under development in the series World’s Greatest Cities Over the Ages: 
New York, Berlin, Rome, Beijing.

ONE-OFF
CHAMBORD CASTLE: THE KING & THE ARCHITECTS 

Director Marc Jampolsky
Producer Gedeon Programmes/Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

This series offers new insights into 20th century history, 
revealing the forgotten faces of men and women who 
have helped forge our History. By taking part into col-
lective adventures who shaped the 20th century, they 
stood up, took sides, made their voices heard. Heroes 
or traitors, their little known or forgotten destinies will 
be told by acclaimed Director Jacques Malaterre, cas-
ting history on a human scale.

52’, 90’

UHD/4K

2015

• 4 Special Mentions of the Jury for narration, script, music and for the popularization of knowledge of the history of 
architecture, The Archaeology Channel International Film Festival 2017 (USA)

• Special Mention of the Audience, The Archaeology Channel International Film Festival 2017– (USA)

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1462
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1857


ONE-OFF
SAVING NOTRE DAME 

HISTORY
World Heritage

Director Bruno Ulmer & 
Quentin Domart

Producer Gedeon Programmes /FTV
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

This one hour-long special show recorded the imme-
diate aftermath of the Notre-Dame de Paris’ fire trage-
dy. With special access on-site, we are embedded with 
all the highly skilled craftsmen qualified with the know-
how needed to prevent the cathedral from collapsing. 
It captures unique human stories facing extreme situa-
tions and bears witness to the progress and challenges 
of this one life time mission.

52’, 100’UHD/4K2020

13

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2544
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NATURE  SCIENCE  NATURE        



ONE-OFF
NATURAL DISASTERS : MEGA REGULATORS 

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife

Director Christine Tournadre
Producer COCOTTES MINUTE 

/ Eklektik Productions, 
France Télévisions, RTBF, 
Ushuaïa TV

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

Tsunamis. Volcanic eruptions. Forest fires... Humanity 
has always feared natural disasters, but a change of 
paradigm is emerging: on a global scale, disasters ne-
ver come alone! Scientists are discovering their inter-
connections, how one is triggered by another. Resear-
chers are able to make out links between a cyclone 
and an earthquake, a volcanic eruption and a sea 
current. We’re uncovering the secrets of a suffering 
natural world which benefits from such upheavals and 

52’&90’UHD/4K2022
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recreates itself as it gets destroyed. A new take on these extreme phenomena which act as the great climate regu-
lators.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/natural-disasters-mega-regulators-2516


ONE-OFF
ANIMAL DEMOCRACY  

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife

Director Emma Baus
Producer COCOTTES MINUTE / 

Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

What if Greeks didn’t invent democracy ?

Many animals live in groups, but when it comes to evo-
lution, who guides the direction ? Who decides where 
to place the nest ? Who decides whether to continue 
hunting or stop? 

2x52’UHD/4K2022
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ONE-OFF
THE CHALLENGE OF THE SAVANNA  

Director Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer Songes de Moai / Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International 

The East African savannah is one of the richest biotopes 
in the world. It is home to nearly two million large her-
bivores, including wildebeest, topi and gazelle. To sa-
tisfy their appetite, these animals find an abundance of 
plants. But they have to live under the constant threat 
of predators... Carnivores, such as cheetahs, lions and 
leopards, are at the top of the food chain. Often pre-
sented as ferocious and dominant, they are in fact de-
pendent on their prey, which makes them vulnerable... 
So, to survive in the savannah, which are better adap-
ted: herbivores or carnivores?

52’UHD/4K2021

The film analyzes to what extent the diet of a species impacts its way of life. And this overturns preconceived 
ideas. For example, some herbivores, such as zebras, fight violently while carnivores, such as big cats, share their 
food and cuddle... It also appears that at birth young lions are far from displaying the superb behavior that we 
would expect from the «kings of the savannah»… While small antelopes, on the contrary, are resourceful and 
adventurous from birth!
Thus, this film reminds us that in nature there are no dominant or dominated animals, but a balance of creatures, 
interdependent on each other, and all perfectly adapted to their environment.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/animal-democracy-2543
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-challenge-of-the-savanna-2725


ONE-OFF
THE QUEST FOR NATURE 

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife

Director Jean-Charles Granjon
Producer BLUEARTH PRODUCTION 

/ Ushuaïa TV/ Tudor/ 
Whipped Sea

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

Morgan Bourc’his, Free Diving World Champion, is 
concerned about the extent of human damage to the 
planetary ecosystem. He travels to Norway’s Great 
North to reconnect with the wild.

In his quest for the ideal interaction with orcas and 
whales, he meets those who share the lives of these 

52’UHD/4K2021
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SERIES
ANIMAL CONSTRUCTION 

Director Geoffroy de la Tullaye, 
Lucas Allain & 
Fréderic Febvre

Producer Docland Yard/ Biglo pro-
ductions

Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
A series documenting animal genius and inventiveness 
in their defensive or protective building strategies and 
engineering skills to come to their end. 

You’ll discover smart locking systems, megacities made 
of huge lofts structures and a few more surprising facts!

3x52’UHD/4K2021

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-quest-for-nature-2697
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2668


SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife
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SERIES
TOP OF THE ROCKS, A JOURNEY MADE OF STONE 

Director Christophe Cousin
Producer Petit Dragon/ Haut et 

Court, ARTE, Ushuaia
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

A 360 ° journey accross the planet around five ico-
nic stones which have shaped our planet and have 
inspired Human civilizations. An ambitious 4K series 
to reveal the secret life that hides within the mineral 
world and the way these source rocks connect cultures 
together and still impacts our landscapes and environ-
ment today.

5x52’UHD/4K2021

SERIES
MAASAI MARA, WILDLIFE CROSSOVER 

Director Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer Songes de Moaï
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
In Kenya, the Maasai Mara National Reserve is world 
famous for the richness and density of its wildlife. The 
great wildebeest migration rhythms the comings and 
goings of hundreds of thousands of herbivores, under 
the watchful eyes of predators. This is where the great 
story of wildlife takes place, when preys and predators 
meet and each encounter may determine their fate…

2x52’UHD/4K2020

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/top-of-the-rocks-2514
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2666
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ONE-OFF
SEA LION RESCUE 

Director Michael Watchulonis
Producer Montana Productions/ 

3DigitalVision
Original languages French
Available versions International  

Every year, hundreds of thousands of animals are en-
tangled and die in discarded or lost fishing nets across 
the world. Two dedicated women in Mexico have been 
tracking dozens of entangled sea lions that are slowly 
being killed by nets cutting into their necks. Watch as 
they lead an international team of veterinarians and 
wildlife experts to capture the sea lions and perform 
delicate surgery to save them.

52’

UHD/4K

2019

ONE-OFF
ASTEROIDS, THE NEW SPACE ELDORADO? 

Director Guillaume Lenel
Producer Nomades TV/ Melusine 

Productions
Original languages French
Available versions International & English

The need for rare metals is on the rise to serve our 
High-tech consumption and as an answer to the En-
ergetic transition needed. States and corporations are 
seriously investing the field of asteroid mining activity 
as a resource to cover these needs.

52’UHD/4K2020

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2489
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2654


SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Science Expedition
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ONE-OFF
MEGAFIRES: THE GLOBAL THREAT 

Director Cosima Dannoritzer
Producer Georama TV Productions/ 

Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
For more than a decade, wildfires of unprecedented 
force have been devouring our lives, homes and fo-
rests at a steady pace. Each year, 350 million hec-
tares of forest go up in smoke, the equivalent of six 
times the size of France. In the US, the fire season now 
lasts up to two months longer than a generation ago, 
and the surface burnt annually has multiplied by three. 
This film sets out on a gripping journey of investigation 
from Europe to the US, Canada, Brazil and Indonesia 
to follow the work of a global team of dedicated fire-
fighters, scientists and fire experts as they investigate

2x52’, 

90’

UHD/4K

2019

why our forests are going up in flames, and act on an unexpected discovery: if we want to save our forests, 
homes, health and our climate, we need to radically change our attitude towards fire and the way we fight wild-
fires.

ONE-OFF
NAUSICAA, OCEAN BIODIVERSITY ON STAGE 

Director John Jackson & 
Jérôme Julienne

Producer MC4/ Arte/ Centre Natio-
nal de la Mer Nausicaa

Original languages French
Available versions International & English
After major expansion work on site, Nausicaa (North 
of France) will re-open its doors as Europe’s largest and 
most innovative aquarium. With a new sustainable ap-
proach at its heart: every resource taken from the sea 
shall be reintroduced in its natural habitat on a large 
scale over time. This is the task overseen by the brand 
new Breeding Research Center which will open along-
side the spectacular new aquarium. Watch behind the 
scene the massive logistic undertaken to convey, accli-
matize and feed thousand sea animals who will have

52’, 90’

UHD/4K

2018

to live together. And meet with the scientists, stunning species, unexpected situations and high tech engineering 
challenges. When science, entertainment and Ocean preservation come together.

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2301
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2432


SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife

ONE-OFF
UGANDA, THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHIMP 

Director Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer Songes de Moai
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
In the depths of a forest, a particularly endearing al-
pha male chimpanzee, Toti, lives. He roams his terri-
tory to unite his community and prevent enemy intru-
sions. But sometimes his spirit flies to the great spaces 
of the savannah, near the sources of the Nile, where 
the pachyderms confront each other under the sharp 
gaze of the leopard… Higher up on the volcanoes, 
where mountain gorillas are playing with their little 
ones. Through the eyes of Toti, discover the remarkable 
nature of a little known country of Equatorial Africa: 
Uganda.

21

50’

UHD/4K

2018

ONE-OFF
COSTA RICA: WILDLIFE UNDER THE RAINBOW 

Director Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer Songes de Moai
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 
The tropical climate and varied topography of the 
Costa Rica have fostered exceptional biodiversity, with 
wildlife from both North and South America. From 
the peaks of volcanoes down to the Pacific and Ca-
ribbean shores, let’s discover the life of 90 of the most 
remarkable mammals, beautiful birds, and astonishing 
reptiles…

43’, 49’UHD/4K2018

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2490
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2383
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ONE-OFF
CUBA, PARADISE ON THE BRINK 

Director Jérôme Julienne & 
John Jackson

Producer MC4 / Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
Cuba is a garden of Eden at a crossroad between past 
and present. After over 50 years of dictatorship and 
isolation the island offers pristine Nature and preser-
ved ecological treasures. But what lies ahead? Will 
Cubans be able to safeguard this heritage under this 
new era, as they are facing the combined pressure of 
money and tourism? What policy can be implemented 
to maintain the island’s spectacular wilderness and 
what will be the prevailing voices in the debate over 
the future of the Carribean Jewel Island.

2x52’

UHD/4K

2017

ONE-OFF
CORAL, HEART OF THE OCEAN 

Director Frédéric Lossignol
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

Oceanographic Institut, 
Fondation Albert 1er, 
Prince de Monaco

Original languages French
Available versions International & English
Tubbataha Park in the Philippine Archipelago, is one 
of the best-preserved coral reefs in the world. Registe-
red as a UNESCO heritage site, this marine park is a 
model for sustainable development and a true labora-
tory of the future. Fervent advocate of environmental 
protection, Prince Albert II of Monaco joins this expe-
dition and visits the heart of Tubbataha to raise awar-
eness among local children to the wealth and fragility 
of their little paradise.

26’UHD/4K2017

Special Environment Award - Galathea, Hyères (France), 2018

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Environment & Biodiversity

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2349
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2347


SERIES
SOUTHERN AFRICA 

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife

ONE-OFF
EXPEDITION ANTARCTICA 

Director Jérôme Bouvier
Producer Paprika Films/ Wild 

Touch/ Arte
Original languages French
Available versions International & English 

Experience in riveting UHD/4K, a 360° immersive 
expedition in the most hostile and magic environment 
of the southern hemisphere and discover the survivors 
of the cold and trailblazers of Evolution… Following 
extreme diver and biologists Laurent Ballesta and ac-
claimed photographer Vincent Munier, experience the 
hardships of one of the deepest dive ever made in the 
South Arctic and discover for the first time unexpected 
underwater oasis and a full scale Iceberg seen from 
below. Join this award winning team and meet up with 
the top scientists working on site to witness and docu-
ment the changes happening in Antarctica.
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2x52’, 90’UHD/4K + VR2016

Best Ecosystem Film - Jackson Hole Wildlife 
Film Festival 2017

Director Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer Songes de Moaï
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
Go on a tour to Southern Africa! Discover the diversity 
of its eight biotopes and its amazing wildlife. From 
Namib desert to subtropical forest, from fynbos flowe-
red midows and Karoo stony fields to damp costs… 
Southern Africa reveals astonishing places. How ani-
mals face up each climate and ecosystem? A complex 
balance underlies this amazing wildlife.

3x52’

UHD/4K

2016-17

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2094
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/southern-africa-2185


ONE-OFF
KINGS OF BAJA 

Director Michaël Watchulonis
Producer Montana Productions/ 

Baja Productions
Original languages French
Available versions International 
There are few places on earth more forbidding and 
beautiful than Baja Mexico. 800 miles long and 10 
million years in the making, it is home to a punishing 
desert and the most diverse sea on the planet. Explore 
amazing ecosystems in the Sea of Cortez and join the 
hunt with charismatic mega fauna such as sea lions, 
devil-rays, great white sharks, hammerheads and 
giant mantas.

52’, 45’UHD/4K2015

SCIENCE & WILDLIFE
Wildlife
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https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1757


CULTURE & ARTS
Biopic
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CULTURE & ARTS



CULTURE & ARTS
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Director Christophe Fonseca
Producer Les Films de l’Odyssée / 

Fondation Chu Teh-Chun
Original languages French
Available versions English

Obsessed with colors, light and texture, Chu Teh-Chun 
embodies the coalescence of two artistic cultures: 
Chinese traditional painting and western abstraction. 
His love of nature, poetry and music nourished his ima-
gination to revive the very essence of the landscapes 
on paper and canvas. Throughout his life, he experi-
mented with various styles and techniques combining 
his mastery in  calligraphy with that of painting.

ONE-OFF
CHU TEH-CHUN 

52’ &80’

HD - 4K
2021

Using family and rarely seen historical archives this film revisits for the first time  the life and work of this unique artist 
whose journey takes us across two continents over the 20th Century and depicts the evolution from formal symbolism 
to lyrical abstraction in a unique way. 

Director Marc Jampolsky
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

ARTE France/ Atomis 
Media, Produccions Quart 
&NHK, Hitoire TV, TV3 
Catalunya, Movistar, Cu-
riosity,Ceska TV

Original languages French
Available versions English

The famous Basilica of Barcelona has been comple-
ted and this architectural jewel has fascinated archi-
tects for 140 years. The construction site has been 
relaunched over the last fifteen years, notably around 
the erection of ten additional spires that dominate the 
building. This work allows us to dive back into the 
creative process of Gaudi by restoring his sources of 

ONE-OFF
SAGRADA FAMILIA, GAUDI’S CHALLENGE

52’& 80’

HD - 4K
2022

inspiration and his obsessions, through fiction and thanks to 3D technologies. If the work is to be completed in 
2026, the date of Gaudi’s centenary, many obstacles remain to be overcome.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/chu-teh-chun-2712
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sagrada-familia-gaudi-s-challenge-2723
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sagrada-familia-gaudi-s-challenge-2723


SOCIAL ISSUES
Current Affairs
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ONE-OFF
JURASSIC CASH 

SOCIAL ISSUES
Current Affairs
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Director Xavier Lefebvre
Producer Gedeon Programmes / 

Canal+ Docs
Original languages French
Available versions International
Dinosaur fossils are the new gold with record brea-
king auction sales every year. Rich and passionate 
private collectors are driving this new Bone rush 2.0. 
with more and more rare fossils ending up in private 
hands.

The « rush » is on with fortune-seekers and professio-
nal excavators racing to unearth new fossils hoping to 
find the next Big John (full skeletons auctioned by rich 
collectors). From Jurassic World to Jurassic Cash, will 
science and museums be deprived of these dinosaur 

52’UHD/4K2022

ONE-OFF
IF YOU KILL, CALL ME 

Director Eduardo Febbro
Producer LADYBIRDS FILMS/ 

France 2
Original languages French
Available versions International & English
A unique access investigation into the secretive wor-
ld of narco-lawyers, featuring El Chapo’s lawyer, La 
Reina del Pacifico… Cartels do not only impose their 
rules with terror, they have also developed a highly 
efficient judicial defense system monitored by expe-
rimented narco-lawyers.They are the corner stone of 
a complex legal system surrounding narco-traficking. 
They embody the collusion between narco-trafficking 
and the local judicial, political and financial structures. 
This film offers a unique access into the world of the 
narco-lawyers to better understand their crucial but 

52’, 70’

UHD/4K

2021

skeletons which have inspired generations of Paleontologists?

The film grants exclusive access to the largest Triceratops sale taking place in Paris in October 2021 and meets 
private collectors and paleontologists to nourish the debate and question the best way to combine private funding 
with science.

underestimated activity and question their integrity and motivations. Meet these influential and secretive protago-
nist in Mexico, Colombia, the U.S.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/jurassic-cash-2718
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2663


ONE-OFF
ONE WAY TICKET 

SOCIAL ISSUES
Current Affairs

ONE-OFF
MARIELA CASTRO’S MARCH: CUBA’S LGBT REVOLUTION 

Director Jon Alpert
Producer DCTV / HBO
Original languages English & Spanish
Available versions International 

After decades of persecution and neglect, Cuba’s LGBT 
community finds itself in the midst of a new struggle, 
the fight for equality. The leader of this uprising is Ma-
riela Castro, charismatic daughter of President Raúl 
Castro and a member of Cuba’s National Assembly, 
who uses her passion and pedigree to promote accep-
tance in the face of prejudice. This documentary takes 
a rare look inside Cuba’s LGBT community through 
revealing stories of pain, love, strength and perseve-
rance, all told against a rapidly changing social and 
political backdrop.
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40’

UHD/4K

2016

Director Grégoire Gosset
Producer ECHO STUDIO / MAD-

NESS
Original languages English
Available versions International
ONE WAY TICKET is a documentary about the ex-
traordinary journey of a Congolese family and their 
friend Isaiah who leave an African refugee camp after 
20 years to start a new life in the United States. It is the 
story of men and women who lost everything and are 
now reinventing their future in an entirely new world.

52’, 90’UHD/4K2019

https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2437
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/one-way-ticket-2545


COMPANY PROFILE AND CONTACT

With 20 years expertise Terranoa has established itself as one of the leading French 
distribution companies. Our company has become a benchmark for innovative high-end 
factual programmes, working with over 80 independent producers worldwide providing 
them with our long established know-how and network in the industry. Our catalogue is rich 
and diverse, with over 1,500 hours Factual content aimed at the top end of the market. Our 
preferred genres include history, science, wildlife, travel and adventure, and general factual 
entertainment series.
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